Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have been widely studied for attribute graph data representation and learning. In many applications, graph node attribute/feature may contain various kinds of noises, such as gross corruption, outliers and missing values. Existing graph convolutions (GCs) generally focus on feature propagation on structuredgraph which i) fail to address the graph data with missing values and ii) often perform susceptibility to the large feature errors/noises and outliers. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose to incorporate robust norm feature learning mechanism into graph convolution and present Robust Graph Convolutions (RGCs) for graph data in the presence of feature noises and missing values. Our RGCs is proposed based on the interpretation of GCs from a propagation function aspect of 'data reconstruction on graph'. Based on it, we then derive our RGCs by exploiting robust norm based propagation functions into GCs. Finally, we incorporate the derived RGCs into an end-to-end network architecture and propose a kind of RobustGCNs for graph data learning. Experimental results on several noisy datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed RobustGCNs.
Introduction
In many computer vision and machine learning applications, data are coming with attribute graph G(A, H) in which nodes denote the feature vectors H = (h 1 , h 2 · · · h n ) ∈ R n×d and edges A ∈ R n×n encode some relationships (such as similarities, correlations, etc.) among nodes. Recently, there is an increasing attention in developing Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) to deal with attribute graph data representation and learning [19, 25, 12, 32, 33, 37] .
One kind of popular approach to define graph convolution function is to exploit the spectral representation of graphs [4, 8, 19, 27, 21] . In addition, many other works aim to define graph convolution operation by developing some propagation/aggregation functions on node groups of neighbors [25, 12, 33, 32, 16, 14, 38, 13] . For example, Kipf et al. [19] propose a simple Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) by exploring the first-order graph diffusion. Hamilton et al. [12] present a general inductive representation and learning framework (GraphSAGE) for graph embedding. Li et al. [22] propose Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (DCRNN) by utilizing a finite T -step truncation of diffusion on graph. Atwood et al. [1] propose Diffusion-Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) by employing a series of diffusions for layer-wise propagation. Jiang et al. [13] propose Graph Diffusion-Embedding Networks (GDENs) by employing graph regularization diffusion model for graph convolutional representation.
The main point of the above GCNs is to define an effective graph convolution (GC) on attribute graph G(A, H). The core aspect of GCs is to define some specific kind of node feature propagations on graph. However, in many real applications, the node attribute features H may contain various kinds of errors, such as missing values, gross corruption and outliers. In this paper, we mainly focus on errors that exist in node attribute features H. Existing GCs generally focus on feature propagation on graph which i) fail to address the graph data with missing values (incomplete attribute graph) and ii) often perform susceptibility to the large feature errors/noises and outliers.
To address these issues, in this paper, we propose to incorporate robust feature learning mechanism into graph convolution and present Robust Graph Convolutions (RGCs) by employing some robust norm functions to deal with graph data in the presence of missing values and large node noises and outliers. More specifically, we first introduce a general formulation for GCs which formulates GCs from 'propagation function + nonlinear transformation'. This enables us to derive some robust GCs by developing some robust propagation functions in GCs.
In particular, based on the regularization formulation of propagation function proposed in work [13] , we propose some robust propagation functions and then derive our RGCs by using mask-weighted and 1 (or 2,1 ) norms. Some efficient algorithms are introduced to implement the proposed RGCs. Finally, we incorporate the proposed RGCs into an end-to-end network architecture and propose RobustGCNs for graph data representation and learning.
The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We incorporate robust feature learning mechanism into graph convolution and derive robust graph convolutions (RGCs) by using some robust norm functions.
• The proposed RGCs are convex and can be implemented efficiently via some iterative algorithms.
• Based on RGCs, we propose some RobustGCNs which can perform effectively and robustly for graph data learning in presence of missing values and node noises and outliers.
Robust feature learning models have been widely studied in previous years in machine learning field [9, 17, 34, 29] . Here, we attempt to incorporate them into GCNs and derive some robust GCNs for incomplete and noisy (attribute) graph data representation. Promising experiments on several noisy graph datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed RobustGCNs.
Revisiting Graph Convolutions
Recently, many Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have been developed in machine learning and computer vision fields. The main point of GCNs is the definition of graph convolutional representation in layer-wise propagation. Given an attribute graph A ∈ R n×n with A ii = 0 and input attribute/feature matrix H ∈ R n×d where each row of H denotes the feature vector of each node, the general formulation of graph convolution can be described as [10, 40] ,
where W ∈ R d×d denotes the layer-wise trainable weight parameters and σ(·) denotes an activation function. Function G c (A, H) denotes the function/rule of propagating feature H on graph A. Based on this formulation, the key aspect in exiting graph convolutions (GCs) is to define some specific graph propagation functions G c (A, H). For example, Kipf et al., [19] propose to define graph convolution by defining G c (A, H) as
where D is the diagonal degree matrix with D ii = j A ij . Li et al. [22] propose Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (DCRNN) by defining G c (A, H) as
Jiang et al., [13] propose Graph Diffusion-Embedding Network (GDEN) by defining G c (A, H) as
where γ > 0 is a parameter. It is noted that Eq.(4) can also be derived from the following regularization framework [13, 39] ,
where S = D − 1 2 AD − 1 2 and α = γ 1−γ is the replacement parameter of γ.
Robust Norm Guided Graph Convolution
In many applications, node features H may contain various kinds of feature errors, such as missing values, large noises and outliers. Existing graph convolutions generally focus on feature propagation on graph which often perform susceptibility to these errors. Therefore, it is necessary to derive some Robust Graph Convolutions (RGCs) for graph data in the presence of node feature errors.
General formulation of RGCs
Based on the above general formulation of GC (Eq.(1)), we can achieve RGCs by developing some robust graph propagation functions G Rc (A, H). In particular, inspired by the regularization formulation of G c (A, H) (Eq.(5)), we can define some robust G Rc (A, H) by employing robust error norm functions (as introduced in §3.2, 3.3). Using these robust functions G Rc (A, H), we can propose the general formulation of RGCs for layer-wise propagation as
where W ∈ R d×d denotes the layer-wise trainable weight parameters and σ(·) denotes an activation function. In the following, we propose the detail definitions and implements of our G Rc (A, H) in detail.
Robust G Rc (A, H) for large noises
Formally, from data reconstruction aspect, we can see that, given node features H, problem (Eq.(5)) can be regarded as aiming to find the reconstruction Z (Frobenious norm fitting term) that satisfies the graph smoothing constraint (graph regularized term). It is known that Frobenious norm based reconstruction is usually fragile to the missing values or corruption noises. One kind of popular way is to use 1 -norm function which has been widely demonstrated on performing robustly w.r.t. large corruption noises and outliers [17, 34, 29, 30] . This motivates us to replace the Frobenious norm in Eq.(5) with 1 -norm function 1 and propose a robust graph propagation function as
where
where Z denotes the clear signals and E denotes some corruption noises in data Z. Then, problem Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
That is, the robust function G Rc (A, H) can recover more clear data Z for graph propagation. Note that, the above graph propagation functions Eqs. (5, 7) can also be regarded as be part of Graph PCA models [29, 30] without low-rank constraint (or factorization). They are all convex and the global optimal solution can be easily obtained. Eq. (7) is a convex problem because both fitting and regularization terms are convex formulations. Similar to previous work [30] , we propose to use Fast Iterative Soft Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [2] to solve it. FISTA is an improved version of Iterative Soft Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) [35, 7] which performs more efficient than ISTA. Algorithm 1 summarizes the complete FISTA algorithm for solving the proposed robust graph convolution problem Eq. (7) . The detail derivation of Algorithm 1 in presented in Appendix. The detail convergence analysis of this FISTA algorithm has been studied in work [2] .
Robust G Rc (A, H) for missing data
In real applications, data G(A; H) are sometimes usually coming with missing values which is known as incomplete attribute graph data. Here, we focus on the incomplete graph that contains missing values on node features/attributes H. There are two cases.
• Problem 1. There exist some missing values on features of all nodes, i.e., each node may contain some missing data in its feature descriptor, as shown in Figure  1 • Problem 2. The features of some nodes are complete missing (unknown) while the features of the rest nodes are known, as shown in Figure 1 (b). In this case, we 1 Here, one can also employ 2,1 -norm function [9, 23] .
< or the iteration k reaches M Solution 1. For problem 1, similar to many previous works [3, 17] , we can define a mask-weighted norm propagation function as,
arg min
where represents element-wise multiplication. Eq.(9) is a convex problem because both terms are convex formulations.
We can derive an approximate iterative algorithm to solve it. Inspired by power algorithm proposed in work [39] , we can derive a similar update to solve Eq.(9) as
where t = 0, 1 · · · and I ∈ R n×p with element I ij = 1. It is equivalent to
where α = γ 1−γ . When t is large enough, Z (t+1) converges to the optimal solution of problem Eq. (9) . In practical, we can define G Rc (A, H, M ) by using the T -step truncated solution.
Solution 2. To address problem 2, one can use the above model Eq.(9) directly. However, we can also define a simpler mask-weighted norm propagation function [3, 26] as,
where Γ = diag(τ 1 , τ 2 · · · τ n ). Similar to problem Eq.(9), it has an iterative algorithm to solve this problem,
where t = 0, 1 · · · and K = diag α α+τ1 , α α+τ2 · · · α α+τn . In practical, we can use the T -step truncated solution. Note that, it has a simple and more direct precise solution which is given as
where Γ = diag(τ 1 , τ 2 · · · τ n ). Note that the inversion computation (Γ + α(I − S)) −1 Γ is independent of feature H and thus can be calculated out from the network training process, as shown in §4.
RobustGCNs Architecture
Based on the proposed RGCs Eqs. (7, 9, 12) , we can present our RGC Networks (RobustGCNs). Similar to the architecture of standard GCNs [19, 13] , our RobustGCNs consist of one input layer, several hidden propagation layers and one final perceptron layer. For node classification task, the last perceptron layer outputs the final label prediction (after a softmax) for graph nodes. The network weight matrix W in each layer of RobustGCNs is optimized by minimizing the following cross-entropy loss function defined over all the labeled nodes [19] .
For convenience, we call RobustGCNs for Eq.(9), Eq.(12) and Eq. (7) as RobustGCN-M1, RobustGCN-M2 and RobustGCN-N, respectively. Also, we implement RobustGCN-M2 in two ways, i.e., using exact propagation (Eq. (14)) and approximate propagation (Eq. (13)), which are denoted as RobustGCN-M2e and RobustGCN-M2a, respectively.
Demonstration. Figure 2 (a) shows the training loss values of RobustGCN-M1 across different epochs on noisy Cora [28] data with 30% missing values on feature H. Figure 2 (b) shows the training loss values of RobustGCN-N across different epochs on noisy Cora [28] data with 30% corruption on feature H. The detail generations of different noisy data are introduced in Experiments. Figure 3 demonstrates 2D visualizations of the feature map output by the first convolutional layer of GCN [19] and RobustGCN-N on noisy Scence15 [15] dataset, respectively. Different colors denote different classes. Intuitively, one can observe that the data representations of RobustGCN-N are distributed more clearly than traditional GCN [19] in presence of noises, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed RobustGCN-N on graph data representation in presence of feature noises.
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed RobustGCNs method, we test them on several datasets with different errors and compare them with some other recent GCN methods including Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [19] , Graph Attention Networks (GAT) [32] , Deep Graph Informax (DGI) [33] , Fast Graph Convolutional Network (FGCN) [5] , CVD+PP [6] and Improved Graph Convolutional Networks (IGCN-RNM, IGCN-AR) [21] . In addition, to demonstrate benefit of the proposed mask weighted and 1 -norm reconstruction function in guiding for robust learning in our RobustGCNs, we also compare our Robust-GCNs with a baseline model GDEN-NLap [13] that has used Frobenious norm reconstruction (Eq.(5)) in GCN architecture.
Since these comparison methods cannot deal with incomplete graph G(A, H, M ) and G(A, H, τ ), we implement them indirectly by first filling the missing values for incomplete graph and then conducting them on the filled complete graph data. Similar to previous works [24] , we can simply use the following three strategies to conduct incomplete graph filling.
• Zero Filling (ZF). Fill all the missing values in H by using 0-value.
• Mean Filling (MF). Fill all the missing values in H by using the mean value of all known elements.
• Neighbor Mean Filling (NMF). For each node with missing values, fill its missing values by using the mean value of all known elements in its neighbors.
Implementation detail
Similar to the setting of GCN [19] , we use two layers of graph convolutional network. The number of units in hidden layer is set to 16, and the learning rate and weight decay are set to 0.005 and 5e-4, respectively. The optimal weight parameters of RobustGCNs are trained by using an Adam algorithm [18] with 10000 maximum epochs. The training is stopped if the validation loss does not decrease for 100 consecutive epochs. We initialize all the network parameters by using Glorot initialization [11] . For RobustGCN-N, the parameter (Algorithm 1) and α in Eq.(7) are determined according to the loss value of the verification set. For RobustGCN-Ms, the parameter α is set to 1.8, the maximum iteration T in Eq.(9) and Eq.(12) are set to 10 and 5 respectively. In addition, for both RobustGCN-M1 and RobustGCN-M2a, we first use NMF to fill the missing values in H and initialize Z (0) =H (H is the filled data of H).
Note that, both RobustGCN-M1 and RobustGCN-M2a are not insensitive to their initialization, as shown in §5.4.
Datasets and setting
Standard data. We test our RobustGCN-N on four datasets including Citeseer, Cora, Pubmed [28] and Scence15 [20, 15] . We have not test RobustGCN-M on standard datasets because it becomes to GDEN-NLap [13] on complete graph data. Citeseer, Cora, Pubmed [28] are three standard citation network datasets. Scence15 [15] is image dataset which consists of 4485 scene images with 15 different categories [20, 15] . For each image, we use the feature descriptor provided by work [15] . Corruption noisy data. For three standard citation datasets, we randomly select p c percentage of feature elements and set them to 0 or 1. For Scence15 dataset [20, 15] , we randomly select p c percentage of feature elements and set them with random values. Thus, parameter p c controls the level of perturbation noise. Missing noisy data. For three standard citation datasets, as discussed in §3.3, for missing problem 1 we randomly select and set p m percentage of elements in feature matrix H to null and regard them as missing elements. For missing problem 2, we randomly select p m percentage of graph nodes and set the features of them (some rows of feature matrix H) to null and regard them as missing values. Thus, parameter p m controls the level of missing values.
For citation network datasets (Citeseer, Cora and Pubmed) [28] , we utilize the similar data setting used in previous works [19, 32] . We take 20 nodes in each class as training data, 500 nodes as verification data and 1000 nodes as testing data, respectively. For Scence15 dataset [20, 15] , we randomly choose 500 and 750 images respectively as labeled samples and use another 500 as verification samples. The remaining images are used as the testing samples. All reported results are averaged over ten runs with different data splits of training, validation and testing. For the results of comparison methods, we use the codes provided by authors and implement them on the above same data setting. Figure 4 summarizes the performance of RobustGCN-N across different noise levels on several datasets. We can note that (1) Our RobustGCN-N consistently performs better than baseline method GCN [19] and GDEN-NLap [13] at different noise levels. It clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed 1 -norm based feature learning mechanism in guiding robust graph representation and learning. (2) As the noise level increases, existing GCN methods generally perform susceptibility to the feature noises and RobustGCN-N obtains obviously better performance than other GCN models on noisy data. These clearly demonstrate the robustness of the proposed RobustGCN-N method on addressing graph data learning in the presence of large noises in H. [32] , DGI [33] , IGCNs [21] , FastGCN [5] , CVD+PP [6] and GDEN-NLap [13] . This further demonstrates the effectiveness RobustGCN-N on graph data representation and learning. Table 2 shows the influence of the convergence error parameter in Algorithm 1. It indicates the insensitivity of the RobustGCN-N w.r.t. parameter . Table 3 shows the results with different parameter α in Eq. (7) , which demonstrates that RobustGCN-N is also insensitive to this parameter and can maintain better performance within a certain parameter range. Figure 7 shows the performance of RobustGCN-M1 and RobustGCN-M2a with different initializations including ZF, MF and NNF. It shows that they are generally insensitive to the different initializations.
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Conclusion
This paper proposes several kinds of Robust Graph Convolutional Networks (RobustGCNs) for robust graph data representation and learning in the presence of node missing data and large noises. RobustGCNs incorporate some robust norm feature learning mechanisms into GCNs and thus perform robustly w.r.t. missing data and large feature noises. The efficient algorithms are provided to optimize and train RobustGCNs. Experimental results on several datasets demonstrate the robustness the proposed RobustGCNs.
Instead of conducting iterative shrinkage operator Eq.(17) on the previous solution Z (k) , Fast ISTA (FISTA) [2] aims to employ shrinkage operator on the point Y (k) which is a specific linear combination of the previous two solutions {Z (k−1) , Z (k) }. Algorithm 1 summarizes the complete FISTA algorithm for solving the proposed robust graph convolution problem Eq. (7) . The detail convergence analysis of this FISTA algorithm has been studied in work [2] .
